R EMEMBRANCE -

R EMEMBER

WHO YOU ARE

You are invited to freely download and use the «Remembrance» sign as background on
your CellPhone, Tablet or Computer. You may print it and inform your water with it. You
may use it as and wherever you would like to integrate it. Printing templates you find on
the site CallOfRemembrance.com/remembrance_english.html

WHICH ONE OF THE TWO SHALL I USE?
* Look at the two signs
* One is with the pyramid, one without
* Which one speaks to you more? With which one are you more in resonance?
* The one with the greater resonance is what you need now or to the current situation.
* It may change later on or in another LifeSituation. You may always do a review
whenever you feel like it.
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EXPERIENCE, WHAT THE SIGN CARRIES WITHIN ITSELF
In principle, the «Remembrance» sign helps us to advance to the freedom and purity of
our soul. To let it unfold more and more to LIVE it in it’s full blossom!
Remembrance - primeval memory

What is following here, is BrainFood and as much as currently shall/wants to be
communicated.
My experience is, simply look at it and let it sink in.
But yet - a little bit of reading may be interesting….
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UPPER LINE
Symbolizes our PrimevalBond to Mother Earth
established * carried * grounded * in Respect and Esteem towards her and towards
everything * nourished * embraced

LOWER LINIE
Symbolizes our PrimevalBond to the above, to the Universe, to our Spirits
PrimevalTrust * leting go * Connectivity

CIRCLE WITH FORM
Third Eye ~ we are being watched over * see the unseen * deep, clear perception far
beyond any words and the physical * metaphysics *
Fish ~ ElementalRemembrance * out of the water we come and in the water we go
back into * deepest wisdom
Circle ~ the circle closes * my PrimevalCycle *
Sun ~ as a value-appreciating force of ALL life *
Moon ~ as a reminder of ALL cycles * support for releasing processes * everything is
constantly renewed *
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WAVY LINE
our PrimevalMovement (from eons ago (fish), but also as a sperm when incarnating into
this life) * Rod of Aesculapius of healing * Lightness of being * Number 8
To NUMBER 8, I will write later on.

The «Remembrance» sign you may use freely for private reasons. For commercial use
please contact us. Thank you!
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REMEMBRANCE JEWELRY
As a jewelry, you may always have it with you.
We can offer you following possibilities
As pendant around your neck as well as a pendant for your wrist or/and ankle.
Or what- or however comes into your mind to use it for. Just as you’d like to have it with
you, today.
For the pendant around your neck as well as for the wrist and ankle, you will receive a
leatherband, infinitely adjustable from your heart to your neck or wrist to ankle. If used as
such, for the wrist it is quite loose and therefore also serves a feel-good-plate.
The pendants are hand-poured out of Sterling Silver (925 Silver) and lovingly refined in
further operations. Each piece is unique!
NeckJewelry

CHF 260.-

Wrist- and/or AnkleJewelry

CHF

WristJewlery

CHF

CallOfRemembrance.com

EUR 233.-

USD 260.-
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Freigabe zur Produktion
Bitte prüfen Sie neben dem Layout auch alle Texte auf ihre Richtigkeit. Spätere Änderungen können nicht mehr
berücksichtigt werden. Der Kunde ist für alle Inhalte sowie gestalterischen Elemente verantwortlich. Der Kunde
versichert Typographus GmbH über alle notwendigen Rechte sowie Berechtigungen zur Produktion der vorliegenden Motive zu verfügen. Die Freigabe ist nicht farbverbindlich.

30 x 30 mm
(8 Stück)

40 x 40 mm
(1 Stück)

44 x 44 mm
(2 Stück)

80 x 80 mm
(1 Stück)

Position 1 / Stickerbogen 1

Position 1 / Stickerbogen 2

Hinweis:

Alle Elemente die kleiner als 0,2 mm (in positiven Bereichen),
bzw. als 0,3 mm (in negativen Bereichen) angelegt sind,
können später in der Produktion zulaufen, bzw. wegbrechen.
Dies betrifft die z.T. Zwischenräume und minimal
die schmalsten Linien bei den kleinsten Aufklebern

REMEMBRANCE STICKERS

Two different A5-sheets with stickers in different sizes give you the possibility to have the
Darstellung
sign inform your water,Skalierung:
have itVerkleinerte
in your
wallet, on your phone or wherever you would like

Trägermaterial / Bogenformat

Schnittlinie angestanzt (12 Stück gesamt)

to put it or even have it impact your room atmosphere.

Silber TYC 79/MG

Kundenname: Corina Hickman
Auftrag Nr.:
Datum:

Gelieferte Daten:

Bogen Größe:
AB-19-1569
Sign
in Silverprint
25.03.2019

both signs

EPS
148 x 210 mm

Druck / Material:

1c Siebdruck, UV Schutzlack glänzend, PVC Folie
transparent glänzend, Kleber permanent

without the pyramid
Für Produktion freigegeben
Korrektur gewünscht
Bitte ankreuzen!
Fax: +49 (0)30 7720 791 - 49
All per
StartingPrices
oder eingescannt
E-Mail an
daten@typographus.de

CHF 8.-

EUR 7.-

USD 8.-

CHF 8.-

EUR 7.-

USD 8.-

Datum: ___________________________________
Name: ____________________________________
Unterschrift: ______________________________

are in CHF and will be converted into other currencies on the day of
(Name bitte in Druckbuchstaben schreiben!)

purchase. Who ever may, is welcomed to round up or bring in a larger amount. This
T:\Anleitungen & Vorgaben\Intern\Formulare\2992xxx_Ofr.ai

additional money will be invested in a fund that will launch or support projects that work
in the spirit of Remembrance. As it came through, it will be very TimePrecise projects, and
the themes of use will change very quickly, as one after the another will be (re-)solved. In
the long term, this will be done under the foundation «Foundation of Remembrance».
Whatever the power behind Remembrance is, she is thankful for any kind of energy
which is brought in, as we go along. 🙏
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